
CONTACT US FOR 
MORE INFORMATION
888-998-8766

Bags, film and tubing are made through a process called blown film 
extrusion. It’s where polyethylene is melted and extruded vertically 
into a bubble which then makes its way downstream to be slit, 
folded or sealed.

In addition to over 58 extrusion lines in 5 manufacturing facilities, 
we offer extensive capabilities through 30 other partner plants. We 
can produce bags, tubing and sheeting in a wide array of materials, 
sizes and constructions, all built to your specification. Choose from 
16 standard colors, 3 venting styles, printing capabilities and a host 
of performance additives to create your custom-tailored product. 

Made in the U.S.A. 
Smart Tech Bags® are manufactured with 100% renewable energy 
and are engineered to provide over three times the impact and 
twice the tensile strength of traditional low-density polyethylene 
bags. Exclusively manufactured in the U.S.A. by an ISO 9001 
registered provider. 

FAST QUOTES
Getting pricing and lead times has never been easier or 
faster. Just contact us with your exact specifications.

MATERIALS AVAILABLE 
ANTI-BLOCK additive for easy opening and loading
ANTI-STATIC additive for static-dissipative film
CLARITY for improved visibility through film
HIGH-SLIP additive for reduced friction between film
HACCP CERTIFIED manufactured under strict HACCP requirements
LDPE low-density polyethylene for standard strength film
LLD linear low-density polyethylene for high-slip film
LLDPE linear low-density polyethylene for higher-strength film
METALLOCENE additive for high-strength film or cold storage
NON-SLIP to increase friction between film
NON-SCRATCH for a smoother film surface
POSTAL-APPROVED Higher-slip & anti-static additives for film used in USPS mailings
UVI/UVA Ultraviolet Inhibitor/Absorber to protect film and contents
VCI Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor for film to prevent rust

FILM COLORS & VENTING 
FILM COLORS 16 Colors available as tint, color, or opaque
VENTING Standard 1/4” round, 1/4” Butterfly, or Microperforation

PACKAGING DETAILS 
CASES OR ROLLS  Loose in a case or on a roll for  
easy dispensing
CASE OR ROLL COUNT  Get the quantity that 
works best for your customer
BOXED ROLLS  Boxed Rolls protect product prior 
to use
TRAY-PACKED ROLLS  Use less packaging, saves 
time unpacking.
CRADLE PACKED ROLLS  Use less packaging, 
save money and provide more stable shipments.

BAG, TUBING & SHEETING STYLES
Layflat & Gusseted Bags Reclosable Bags 
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Continuous Tubing & Sleeves 

Continuous Sheeting* 
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CUSTOM MANUFACTURING
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MADE ON DEMAND


